An embedded pair of Runge-Kutta methods of orders six and four for structurally partitioned systems of ordinary differential equations is constructed. The Dormand-Prince approach to automatic step-size control is used. The coefficients of the constructed methods are presented. The method has seven stages, however the First-Same-as-Last technique further reduces the computational cost. Thus the presented scheme is more effective than existing classical methods of order six.
Introduction
Partitioning of the systems of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) is widely used to construct numerical algorithms which have special properties, like splitting stiff and non-stiff parts and applying various schemes to them to find the balance between stability and computation costs, or using the partitioning to preserve geometric properties of the system (see [3] for various examples).
The partitioning can also be based on some structural properties of ODE systems. Under structural properties we understand right-hand side function dependecies on the unknowns in a system. In [7] the way to construct explicit Runge-Kutta type methods for systems with various structure of such dependencies was considered. The methods proposed there need fewer righthand side evaluations than the classic methods which do not use structural properties. The examples of such methods were derived and compared to the wide-known computational schemes in [8, 10] and in a number of papers by the authors, issued only in Russian.
In the most general case considered in [7] the system
is transformed to the so-called canonical form
where
i.e. some or all of the y functions can be vectors. The order conditions for the methods applied to (2)-(4) consist of nine mutually connected groups, one of which is identical to the classic RungeKutta conditions. Thus the amount of stages to compute the approximation for y 0 can't be less than in the classic case (s = p for methods of orders p ≤ 4). However, for y i and y j the number of stages can be reduced. Thus in [10] a method of order five with effective (using First Same as Last technique) six stages for y 0 and five stages for each y i and y j was constructed, while the classic method takes six stages for any unknown. For lower order methods same effect was also obtained [9] .
Either group (2) or (3) can be missing (since the groups (3) and (4) are structurally identical we consider the case of group (4) missing to be the same). In the latter case even more efficient methods can be constructed [8, 11] . And still greater advantage in necessary stages to order relation can be obtained when we have just a system with cross-dependency, which is to name the case when l = 1, n = 2 and the group (2) is absent. In the current paper a sixth order method for such system is presented.
General numerical method formulation
Consider a system of ODEs of the form
They appear, for instance, in problems of optimal control and stabilization [6] , high-energy physics, celestial mechanics and other. Moreover, the system (5) includes second-order differential equations where the second derivative is independent of the first one
It is well known that Runge-Kutta-Nyström methods for such equations need fewer stages for the same order than direct implementation of Runge-Kutta methods to the first order system corresponding to (7) [4] . Methods constructed for (5) can be applied to second order equation (7) and give new Runge-Kutta-Nyström type methods. Let's formulate a general form of structural method for a cross-dependent system (5). The approximationsȳ 1 and toȳ 2 to y 1 (x 0 + h) and y 2 (x 0 + h) respectively are found as
with two different sets of weights b and functions k.
The trick to reduce the numbers of stages s 1 and s 2 is to compute functions k in strict order
with immediate use of the values already found to compute the next: 11 + a 222 k 12 ) , . . . The parameters b 1i , b 2i , c 1i , c 2i , a 1ij and a 2ij can be gathered in the extended Butcher tableau (see Table 1 ).
A method of order six with six stages was constructed in [12] . Here we construct an embedded pair of methods of orders six and four with effectively six stages. It's known that for classic Runge-Kutta methods seven stages are necessary for order six [4] .
Method of orders six with embedded four
The parameters of methods of orders six an four should satisfy a system of 101 non-linear equations. They are called order conditions. The number of variables is 57, since the First Same as Last (FSAL) technology is used, which means that the last stage at the current step (in case that it is accepted by the local error control) is used as the first stage at the next step. This makes seven-stage method we construct to have effectively only six stages, since w-th and w + 1-st steps are connected with k We don't present here the system of order conditions and the detailed way to find their analytical solution. The coefficients of the constructed embedded pair of orders six and four named RKS6(4)7F are presented in the Table 2 . Here S stays for special structure, 6(4) are orders, 7 is the number of stages and F indicates FSAL.
Numerical comparison
Since we couldn't find another embedded pair of orders six and four we compare RKS6(4)7F method with two methods constructed by Dormand and Prince. 
The first has the same order of the main method (though the estimator is of order 5) and 8 stages without FSAL. We denote it as DP6(5)8M (following their original RK6(5)8M notation [2] ). The second is the already mentioned pair of orders five and four that has exactly the same amount of stages -DP5(4)7F [1] . The methods were tested for the 2-body problem
which, being rewritten as
T (or vice versa), gives a system of first-order equations of the form (5). The initial conditions were chosen to be z 1 (0) = 0.5, z 1 (0) = z 2 (0) = 0, z 2 (0) = √ 3. For the problem the analytical solution is well known (see, for instance, [5] ). So we can calculate the global error Err precisely. All methods were implemented with the same step-size control (with difference for orders of the estimators) at the time interval [0, 20].
The Fig. 1(a) shows the global error in the end of the interval to the total number of right-hand side functions evaluation N f in double logarithmic scale. It can be seen that RKS6(4)7F costs less than both other methods for the same accuracy.
At the Fig. 1(b) the global error is plotted against the average step-sizeh. The graph shows that larger steps can be performed by RKS6(4)7F within the same accuracy restrictions. 
Conclusion
Exploiting special structure of ODE systems it is possible to construct partitioning schemes that are more efficient than classical Runge-Kutta methods. Within such approach full functionality of one-step methods can be preserved. Embedded methods of different orders are used for local error and step-size control. Test results confirm the efficiency of the new method. 
